Krogerus is a premier business law firm whose practice covers a broad
spectrum of transactional, dispute resolution and regulatory matters. The firm
has a particularly strong focus in the energy, finance, food and beverage,
healthcare, real estate, technology and telecommunications sectors. We are
regularly retained in some of the most challenging and high-profile assignments
in the Finnish market.

We are now recruiting
Legal trainee for our Turku office
We are now looking for a law student with 2–3 years of studies to join our Turku office from January to May
2019. You will work closely with our lawyers and assistants, and your role includes various entry-level tasks
in a broad range of domestic assignments, with a particular focus on insolvency and business law matters.
The position is part-time (2-4 days per week), but occasionally your input might be needed full-time.
We look for candidates with an ability to co-operate with others, hands-on enthusiasm and a drive for
excellence. We appreciate strong IT and communication skills, especially in Finnish and English. The key to
succeeding in the trainee position is a combination of proactivity, flexibility, preciseness and ability to work
under tight deadlines.
What we offer, in return, is the chance to gain valuable work experience from one of the leading corporate
law firms in Finland. You will be given challenging tasks in a broad range of assignments focusing on Finnish
markets and you get to develop your skills in a team of dedicated and talented professionals.
In addition to building important connections for your future, we also provide you with professional
development through trainings at Krogerus Academy, as well as the chance to spend time with your peers at
company events.
For further information about Krogerus and to apply, visit https://emp.jobylon.com/jobs/30287-krogerus-legaltrainee-turku/. Please submit your application in Finnish including your CV and a transcript of records by
Sunday 25 November. Bear in mind that we review applications on a rolling basis and the position will be
filled as soon as we find the right candidate.
For questions about the position, please contact Mr Heikki Vesa at +358 (0)29 000 6617 on Tuesday 13
November between 1 and 2 pm.
To get a glimpse of our daily work, and an update on the careers available at Krogerus, follow us on
Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram and Twitter.

